Facile fabrication of highly conductive tracks using long silver nanowires and graphene composite†
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Flexible long silver nanowires and graphene (AgNW-G) hybrid tracks with ultra-low resistivity were prepared by a low-temperature sintering process. The long AgNWs connect the graphene flakes in a plane and establish bridges between graphene layers by building a 3D conductive network, and finally induce a resistivity of 8.6 mΩ cm with a concentration of AgNWs of 20 wt% and sintering at 150 °C. The AgNW-G tracks show superior reliability even after 100 bending cycles. The use of AgNW-G tracks in flexible circuits indicates their possible applications in flexible electronics.

1 Introduction

Printed electronics have received tremendous interest owing to their low-cost fabrication process and facility for patterning on various substrates, especially flexible polymers. In contrast to conventional methods, such as photolithography, vacuum deposition, and plating, printed electronics refers to facile printing techniques for the fabrication of conductive tracks and devices using various conductive inks.5,6 Printed electronics are expected to play an important role in the fabrication of low-cost but high-performance electronics for applications such as foldable electronic papers, bendable phones, or wearable sensors. As the most important components in printed electronic devices, conductive tracks connect all the functional components in circuits. Several printable inks, such as organic polymers, metallic silver (Ag) or copper (Cu) nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and two-dimensional (2D) graphene nanosheets have been developed to make conductive tracks.

Recently, graphene ink has emerged as a rising star in the application of conductive tracks, owing to its excellent electronic mobility, high thermal conductivity and mechanical strength. Compared with highly conductive metal nanoparticles, graphene is much cheaper and more stable under various conditions. Secor et al. reported the photonic sintering of graphene patterns and a conductivity of sintered graphene as high as 25 000 S m⁻¹. Karagianidis et al. used scalable exfoliated graphene sheets to prepare graphene-based conductive tracks with a conductivity of 2 × 10⁵ S m⁻¹ by blade coating and subsequent thermal sintering at 300 °C for 40 min. Karim et al. printed graphene inks on surface pre-treated T-shirts to fabricate graphene e-textiles, which were further applied to collect heart beat signals, showing good performance during cycled bending. Regarding the aforementioned progress, the electrical conductivity of graphene tracks is still too low for application in printed electronics. A promising route to enhance the electrical conductivity is hybridizing the graphene ink with metallic nanoparticles. Tien et al. synthesized graphene nanosheets decorated with Ag nanoparticles and constructed hybrid conductive films. Ag nanoparticles act as useful spacers and conductors, which effectively reduces the sheet resistance of Ag-graphene films from 8.2 × 10⁷ Ω sq⁻¹ to 93 Ω sq⁻¹. Ag nanoparticle decorated graphene ink is also employed to fabricate conductive tracks with a low resistivity of 20 Ω sq⁻¹ (with annealing at 400 °C for 30 minutes). This indicates that Ag nanoparticle decorated graphene ink obviously improves the electrical property in contrast to pure graphene inks.

It is supposed that the addition of AgNWs to graphene sheets for the fabrication of conductive tracks will exhibit better conductivity than Ag nanoparticles since the long AgNWs build more effective conductive pathways between the graphene nanoflakes. However, this routine has seldom been reported. Chen et al. proposed a novel architecture for graphene paper by mixing 1D AgNWs and graphene sheets produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The electrical conductivity of the obtained free-standing AgNW-graphene (AgNW-G) paper is enhanced to 3189 S cm⁻¹, which is superior to that of Ag nanoparticle/graphene tracks in previous papers. However, the production of CVD grown graphene is too complex and expensive. Chen’s group presented a strain sensor based on AgNWs and graphene hybrid particles via a coprecipitation, reduction, vacuum filtration and casting process. The highest conductivity of the hybrid composite is 107.1 S cm⁻¹. The multistep fabrication process, including reduction of graphene oxide sheets, is undesirable. Furthermore, to the best of our
knowledge, systematic studies of the effect of AgNW size and sintering temperature on the performance of the hybrid AgNW-G tracks are still lacking. Herein, we designed a hybrid ink composed of commercial graphene ink and long AgNWs. The hybrid AgNW-G tracks sintered at a low temperature of 150 °C for only 15 minutes show an ultra-high electrical conductivity. In addition, the AgNW-G hybrid ink was printed on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates to make flexible tracks, which were bent for 100 cycles without any damage, showing excellent mechanical robustness.

2 Experimental section

2.1 Chemicals and materials

Analytical grade silver nitrate (AgNO₃), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, K30), ferric chloride (FeCl₃·6H₂O) and ethylene glycol (EG) were used as raw materials. The graphene ink (purchased from Suzhou Tanfeng Graphene Technology Co., Ltd.) contains 5 wt% graphene with a flake size of 1–2 μm and thickness of 1–5 nm.

2.2 Synthesis of AgNWs

AgNWs were synthesized by a facile polyol method as in a previous report. Initially, 0.25 g of AgNO₃ and 0.25 g of PVP were mixed in 25 mL of EG under magnetic stirring until completely dissolved. Then, 0.34 g of FeCl₃ solution (concentration of 0.6 mM) in EG was injected into the above mixture via a syringe pump and further stirred for 5 minutes. Finally, the solution was put into a heated oven to synthesize AgNWs of various sizes. Three groups of parameters were used to obtain AgNWs: (1) 110 °C for 12 hours; (2) 130 °C for 4 hours; (3) 180 °C for 45 minutes, which were annotated as AgNW1, AgNW2 and AgNW3, respectively. The products were washed with water and ethanol three times, and collected by natural precipitation. The AgNWs were dispersed in ethanol to form Ag ink with a mass fraction of 1%.

2.3 Fabrication of AgNW-G hybrid conductive tracks

The standard fabrication process is shown in Fig. 1. The Ag ink was injected into commercial graphene ink at different mass ratios and under ultrasonic vibration for 10 minutes to achieve homogeneous AgNW-G hybrid inks. Then the AgNW-G inks were deposited on PET substrates by a screen coating method. The size of the conductive tracks was 4 × 20 mm, which was controlled by the yellow tapes. The ink-coated PET films were further heated in an oven over a temperature range from 100 °C to 250 °C for 15 minutes to improve the conductivity. Highly conductive Ag-G tracks were obtained after the thermal sintering process.

2.4 Characterization

The phase of the as-synthesized AgNWs and purchased graphene ink was confirmed by X-ray diffractometry (XRD, Mini-flex600, Rigaku Corporation). The morphologies of AgNWs and Ag-G hybrid conductive tracks were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, SU1510, Hitachi High Technologies America Inc.). The microstructure of the AgNWs was checked with a transmission electron microscope (TEM, Tecnai G2 F30, FEI Technologies Inc.) operated at 300 kV. The thermal behavior of the commercial graphene ink was investigated by thermogravimetric analysis/differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC, LF 1600, METTLER TOLEDO) at a heating rate of 10 °C min under air atmosphere after being pre-dried at 60 °C. The sheet resistance was examined by a four-probe method with a surface resistivity meter (RTS-9, Guangzhou Four-Point Probes Technology Co. Ltd). For each resistivity measurement, we prepared at least 3 samples and 3 points were tested for each sample. To test the electrical property during the bending process, we bent the AgNW-G hybrid tracks around cylinders with different diameters from 10 to 20 mm. The ends of the samples were coated with Ag inks and stuck with Cu tape to facilitate the measurement of resistance by a multimeter (U1242A, Agilent Technologies). The AgNW-G hybrid conductive tracks were used to illuminate light emitting diodes (LEDs) which were connected to a power source (KRP-305D, Shenzhen Zhaoxin Electronic Instruments Equipment Co. Ltd) to input a DC voltage of 3 V.

3 Results and discussion

The XRD spectrum of long AgNWs is shown in Fig. 2(a). The diffraction peaks at 38.1, 44.1, 64.4 and 77.3° correspond to the {111}, {200}, {220} and {311} planes of face-centered cubic (FCC) Ag (JCPDS 4-0783), agreeing well with the previous literature. No other peaks can be observed, demonstrating the high purity of the products. The high resolution TEM (HRTEM) image (Fig. 2(b)) also confirms the high crystallinity of the AgNWs. A regular lattice fringe can be clearly observed. The lattice distance of 0.236 nm corresponds to the planar spacing of the
(111) plane of FCC Ag. The morphological image of AgNWs checked by SEM (Fig. 2(c)) indicates good dispersion. It was found that there were still PVP residuals on the surface of AgNWs (Fig. S1†) which were not washed away totally due to the strong adhesion between PVP and AgNWs. The thin PVP layer adsorbed on the AgNWs acts as an electrically insulating barrier at the junctions with other AgNWs or graphene sheets. To obtain the length distribution of the AgNWs, we randomly chose 70 AgNWs from the SEM image and measured their lengths. The length of the AgNWs is mostly distributed between 20 and 50 μm. The average length of the AgNWs is calculated to be 32 μm, which is much longer than that of AgNWs (around 10 μm) in previous reports.

The as-synthesized AgNWs were mixed with commercial graphene ink and printed on PET substrates, and thermally sintered at 150 °C for 15 minutes. The XRD pattern of the AgNW-G tracks is presented in Fig. 3(a) along with those of AgNWs and graphene inks. The diffraction peaks of the AgNW-G tracks were consistent with an Ag and graphene composite. Although sintered at 150 °C for 15 minutes, no peaks of Ag oxides in the final AgNW-G tracks can be found. The SEM images of sintered samples are shown in Fig. 3(b–d). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the AgNWs are uniformly dispersed in the graphene base without aggregation. The graphene flakes lay flat on the substrates and cover the AgNWs (Fig. S2†). The size of the graphene flakes is only 1–2 μm, which is much smaller than the length of the AgNWs. A long AgNW acts as a cable and is able to connect tens of graphene flakes, which is assumed to improve the conductivity by building electrical channels among different graphene flakes. Meanwhile, the AgNW network with high conductivity also contributes to the outstanding performance of the AgNW-G hybrid tracks. On the other hand, the AgNWs fill the interlamellar spacing of the graphene flakes, which provides interpass electron-transport paths between the graphene layers. As shown in Fig. 3(c), there is a discrepancy in the contrast of the AgNWs, indicating that NW-1 and NW-3 are sandwiched between different graphene flakes. After sintering, the graphene flakes closely stack to form a layered structure, as shown in Fig. 3(d), while the randomly wrapped AgNWs are prone to disperse between the layers. The force exerted by the graphene appears to compress the AgNWs into a more planar structure. Most AgNWs form a planar network between the layers, which facilitates the electron transport between graphene layers. There are still some AgNWs passing across the graphene layers on account of the smaller size of the graphene sheets which cannot fully cover the long AgNWs. For example, considering the gradually varied grayscale, NW-2 is seen to be partially buried under the graphene flakes, in which the top part is exposed and the bottom part is covered by the graphene flakes. The typical morphology is also found in other AgNW-G hybrid tracks containing various amounts of Ag (Fig. S3†). The AgNWs randomly insert among or across graphene flakes. The gaps between the graphene layers are connected by the AgNWs which are either inserted into the graphene layer or pass through the graphene flakes (marked by the white arrows). The AgNWs fill the interlamellar spacing of the graphene flakes and bridge them, which provides interpass electron-transport paths between the graphene layers. From above, the AgNWs form a 3D conductive network in the graphene base, which is expected to offer a better conductivity for the AgNW-G hybrid.
tracks. In fact, pure graphene tracks with a resistance of 120 mΩ cm can be achieved by a simple sintering method at 150 °C. The resistance mainly depends on the gaps and boundaries between the graphene flakes, which could be connected by AgNWs in the composite inks. The resistivity of the AgNW-G hybrid track is reduced to 8.6 mΩ cm by adding 20 wt% AgNWs, which is 14 times better than that of pure graphene tracks. As a comparison, the electrical conductivity of AgNWs/graphene papers shows a 3-fold increase with respect to the pure graphene reported by Chen.36 The long AgNW shows superiority in hybridizing graphene for preparing highly conductive tracks.

In order to further study the function of AgNWs, AgNW-G hybrid tracks with different amounts of AgNWs were prepared and the corresponding resistivities were examined. Fig. 4 shows the microstructure and electrical property of AgNW-G hybrid tracks containing various amounts of Ag. It can be seen from the SEM images that the density of AgNW is increased with a greater loading of AgNWs. When only 5 wt% AgNWs are added into the graphene ink, the junctions between AgNWs are fewer. Even so, the resistivity of the resultant AgNW-graphene hybrid tracks is sharply decreased to 26.7 mΩ cm which is about 1/5 that of a pure graphene track. By further enlarging the AgNW content to 10 wt% and 15 wt%, the resistivities of the AgNW-G hybrid tracks decrease to 17.0 and 14.3 mΩ cm, respectively. More AgNWs create more conductive channels to connect graphene flakes and show more connections in AgNW networks, both of which contribute to the better performance of the AgNW-G hybrid tracks. When the amount of AgNWs is increased to 20 wt% and 30 wt%, dense AgNW networks form in the graphene base. Thanks to the high conductivity of Ag, the resistivities of the AgNW-G hybrid tracks decrease to 8.6 and 6.2 mΩ cm. When the content of AgNWs is as low as 5 wt%, the 3D network is not completed and only a small part of the graphene flakes are connected by the AgNWs. The AgNWs form effective pathways and lower the contact resistance between graphene flakes at contents of 10 wt% and 15 wt%. The resulting resistivity decreases rapidly with an increase in the amount of AgNWs. When the content of AgNWs reaches 20 wt% and 30 wt%, the 3D AgNW network is well connected and fully integrated with the graphene flakes. Meanwhile, AgNW-G hybrid tracks with excellent electrical performance are achieved. These results confirm that conductivity improvement is contributed by the Ag networks, and that a higher content of AgNWs leads to higher conductivity for AgNW-G hybrid tracks. Compared with other complex treatments, including high temperature annealing, vacuum filtration and drying, the fabrication process of the AgNW-G tracks in our work only refers to facile drop coating and low-temperature sintering for a short duration. The conductivity of AgNW-G hybrid tracks is much better than that of pure graphene films34 and comparable with other metal nanowire and graphene composites.35,36,38,45

The high conductivity of the AgNW-G hybrid tracks is presumably induced by the presence of long AgNWs. To demonstrate the dominant role of long AgNWs, hybrid tracks were prepared from graphene ink hybridized with AgNWs of various lengths. Three types of AgNWs were synthesized by adjusting the parameters during the polyol reaction. The SEM images of the AgNWs are shown in Fig. S4† and the length distributions of these AgNWs were also collected. The average lengths of AgNW1, AgNW2 and AgNW3 were calculated to be 32, 18, and 12 μm, respectively. The SEM images of sintered AgNW-G

Fig. 3 (a) XRD pattern of AgNW-G tracks; (b and c) top view and (d) tilted view of AgNW-G hybrid tracks with 20 wt% AgNWs after sintering at 150 °C for 15 minutes.
hybrid tracks using AgNW1, AgNW2 and AgNW3 are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen the AgNWs are uniformly dispersed in the graphene base except for AgNW3 which shows a bundled structure due to the rapid reaction at high temperature during the synthetic process. The lowest resistivity of 12.3 mΩ cm is obtained for the AgNW1-G tracks sintered at 100 °C. The long AgNW1 can connect a large quantity of graphene flakes without interruption and build more effective channels among the graphene flakes than those of short AgNW2 and AgNW3. Moreover, the relatively few contact points between long AgNW1 reduced the unavoidable contact resistance in the AgNW network. While the resistivities of AgNW2-G and AgNW3-G tracks are 22.4 and 33.6 mΩ cm with the same addition of AgNWs, respectively. It should be mentioned that despite the similar lengths of AgNW2 and AgNW3, the conductivity of the AgNW2-G track is much better than that of the AgNW3-G track, which indicates that the bundled AgNW3 cannot effectively connect the graphene flakes. This also suggests that the AgNWs work as cables and bridges to connect the graphene flakes in the hybrid tracks.

The influence of sintering temperature on the conductivity of the AgNW-G hybrid tracks was also studied. The resistivity evolution of sintered AgNW-graphene patterns as a function of
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**Fig. 4** SEM images of AgNW-G hybrid tracks with AgNWs loading of (a) 5 wt%, (b) 10 wt%, (c) 15 wt%, (d) 20 wt%, and (e) 30 wt%. (f) Resistivity evolution of sintered AgNW-G tracks as a function of AgNWs loading.
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**Fig. 5** SEM images of AgNW-G hybrid conductive tracks with 20 wt% AgNW using (a) AgNW1, (b) AgNW2, and (c) AgNW3, respectively. (d) Resistivity evolution of sintered AgNW-G patterns as a function of sintering temperature.
sintering temperature is plotted in Fig. 5(d). It can be seen that the resistivities of all three AgNW-G tracks decrease with increasing temperature. The TGA result for graphene ink (Fig. S5†) shows no obvious weight change below 250 °C, indicating that the solvents in the commercial ink are completely removed at low temperatures, even at 60 °C over a long period. Hence, 100 °C is high enough for the removal of solvents and the formation of the graphene layer structure. The improvement in conductivity for the AgNW-G hybrid tracks at high temperatures can be ascribed to the enhanced joining between the AgNWs and graphene. It was reported that thermal annealing can drastically lower the electrical resistance of the AgNW networks from 10⁻⁷Ω⁻¹ to 9.5Ω⁻¹. The thermal sintering promotes the diffusion of Ag atoms and decomposes the organic residues on the surface of AgNWs, both of which benefit the joining between AgNWs. On the other hand, the graphene wraps the surface cleaned AgNWs tightly at higher temperatures, resulting in more intimate AgNW to graphene contact. The improved connections of AgNWs to homogeneous AgNWs and heterogeneous graphene greatly decrease the contact resistance at the cross spots, which dominates the resistance of the AgNW-G composite. The electrical resistance of the AgNW-G tracks decreases sharply at 150 °C and continues to decrease slowly below 250 °C. During the thermal sintering process at various temperatures, the AgNWs maintain the network structure in the graphene base without destruction, as shown in Fig. S6.† The resistivity evolution also demonstrates that the synergy between AgNWs and graphene effectively improves the electrical property of the AgNW-G hybrid tracks.

Fig. 6 illustrates the functions of AgNWs in the highly conductive AgNW-G hybrid tracks. The conductive pathways of pure graphene tracks with lots of boundaries and layer gaps are cut off. The boundaries severely limit the electronic transport. The AgNWs connect the graphene flakes, providing electrical channels for electrons among boundaries. Meanwhile, the AgNW bridges the gaps between layers by thoroughly filling in between two adjacent layers or passing through the graphene flakes. The filler AgNWs build possible channels for electron transport across graphene layers. Furthermore, the AgNWs form a highly conductive 3D network. Based on these mechanisms, highly conductive AgNW-G hybrid tracks are successfully obtained by a facile solution-based drop coating and low temperature sintering process.

The electromechanical property is essential for realizing the application of AgNW-G hybrid tracks to flexible electronics. The AgNW-G hybrid tracks were bent around bottles with different diameters and the resistances were recorded after each bending. Fig. 7(a) presents the relative resistance change of the AgNW-G tracks with various bending diameters. The resistances of the AgNW-G track are increased to 1.62, 1.34, 1.17, 1.06 and 1.03 times when bent with diameters of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 mm, respectively. This could be interpreted as the bending stress causing strains in the AgNW-G tracks, which would break the conductive paths in the tracks. Delightfully, after release, the relative resistance reduces to almost 1 for every diameter except for 5 mm, indicating that the conductive pathways recover. The relative resistance of the AgNW-G tracks increases to 1.1 even under releasing status after 20 cycles of the bending and releasing process. When the AgNW-G tracks were bent around a pencil with a diameter of 5 mm, the resistance continued to grow slowly with more bending cycles, since the macroscopic cracks were generated without recovery. To check the long-term reliability, an AgNW-G track (length = 50 mm and width = 4 mm) was bent and released for 100 cycles with a bending radius of 10 mm, as shown in Fig. 7(b). No significant change in the relative resistance can be found even after 100 bending cycles. The experiments imply that the AgNW-G hybrid tracks possess superior reliability under mechanical stress, which qualifies them for flexible electronics.

The application of AgNW-G hybrid tracks is demonstrated to light up an LED during bending, twisting and adhesive tape tests, as shown in Fig. 8(a–d). The LED illumination intensity remains constant without visible degradation, which signifies that the AgNW-G inks are desirable for flexible printed electronic devices. To take advantage of printed electronics, the AgNW-G hybrid ink was also coated on photographic paper with a pattern of the Hangzhou Dianzi University logo and used as part of an LED circuit (Fig. 8(e and f)). Similar to PET films, the AgNW-G coated photographic paper can also light up the LED when the paper is bent, showing that the AgNW-G ink can be used as a universal coating on various flexible substrates. In respect of the facile fabrication process, high conductivity and mechanical robustness, the high-performance AgNW-G hybrid track is expected to be applicable to various electronics other than an LED circuit, and may have potential applications in the development of printed electronics.

Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of the conductive long AgNW channels in the graphene base.
4 Conclusions

Long AgNWs and graphene inks were hybridized to prepare highly conductive AgNW-G tracks by a thermal sintering method. The AgNWs greatly improve the conductivity since the long AgNWs effectively connect graphene flakes without interruption and form a more conductive 3D network compared to short AgNWs. Highly conductive hybrid AgNW-G tracks with a resistivity of 8.6 mΩ cm have been achieved by adding 20 wt% AgNWs at 150 °C for only 15 min. The AgNW-G tracks show superior flexibility even after 100 cycles of a bending process. The AgNW-G hybrid ink with excellent mechanical robustness shows great potential in the application of flexible circuits.
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